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: 
 
We now have one of the most corrupt governments on Earth, which responds more to special interests 
then to the people it is supposed to serve.  Most of this corruption is in the Executive branch of our 
government.  To many Czars attacking citizens instead of helping them.   
 
One of these areas is Health Care.  The best way to reduce the cost of Health Care is to keep everyone 
healthy.  Unfortunately this has not been the objecting because there is more money to be made with 
sickness then there is with wellness.  As a result we have a government pushing foods that cause 
sickness and many expensive cures that don’t work.   
 
Yet the real cure is not that expensive.  And that is to feed the people of the United States food with all 
the nutrients needed for a healthy life, and to remove from the air, water, land, food and vaccines the 
poisons that cause most of our disease.  If this were done, within two years I would expect a 40% 
reduction in new cases of Alzheimer’s, a 60% reduction in new cases of cancer, and a 90% reduction in 
new cases of diabetes, Autism and sterility.   
 
As unbelievable as it sounds, there are some people that believe that our government is subsidizing 
foods without essential metal nutrients and with a built in poison to reduce the population of the United 
States as mandated by United Nations Agenda 21.  Yet, there is evidence that suggests this just might 
be true.   

 

Genetically Modified Foods 
 
Six years ago my dad, my oldest son and I were sick.  Doctors did not know what was wrong with us.  I 
had high blood pressure, high blood sugar and ulcers on my skin.  Then I read a blog on the Internet by 
a lady who had the same symptoms as I.  She made a stew for her and her husband, which they ate, 
and gave the rest to her dog.  Her dog almost died.  She found out that the corn she had used had been 
genetically modified to manufacture the Bt-toxin.  So my dad and I switched to Organic Food and we 
recovered.  But by then it was too late to save my son.  I wanted to know why he died.  So during the last 
six years I have been researching what Genetically Modified [GM] Foods are and how they affect our 
bodies.  And what follows is what I have found: 
 
Foods that are RoundUp Ready have been genetically modified to be deficient in metal nutrients and 
therefore cannot sustain life.  Foods that need metal nutrients to grow cannot grow in the dead soil where 
glyphosate [RoundUp] has locked up the metal nutrients much as carbon monoxide locks up hemoglobin 
so that it cannot carry oxygen or carbon dioxide.  It seems to me that fast food loves these GM foods 
because you can eat until you are full and still be hungry.  Our bodies need all the necessary nutrients to 
not be hungry.  Thus the lack of essential nutrients does cause overeating and obesity.  For insulin to 
metabolize food into energy requires the trace minerals of chromium and vanadium.  But these are 
metals missing from RoundUp Ready foods.  This is how RoundUp Ready foods cause insulin 
resistance, which is Type 2 Diabetes.  This I know first hand because when I accidentally ate an ear of 
GM corn, my blood pressure went up, my blood sugar went way up and it took days to come back down.  
Yet when I eat organic corn, my blood pressure does go up a little, my blood sugar goes up much less 
and then comes down much faster because the nutrients need for my insulin to process this corn are 
there.   
 



Most Genetically Modified Foods have added to their DNA, a gene from Bacillus Thuringiensis that 
makes the Bt-toxin.  This toxin is a pesticide that works by splitting open insect stomachs.  But it also 
affects the stomachs of mammals including us.  Some of us are more sensitive then others.  Because it 
causes problems with both the stomach lining and our intestinal track, it increases blood pressure.  But 
the Bt-gene itself can survive digestion and modify our gut bacteria so that this bacteria will continue 
making the Bt-toxin for a very long time.  And when the Bt-gene gets into our blood stream, it can change 
our DNA into a new, foreign form.  Our bodies then attack this foreign DNA and it responds by growing 
without limit.  I.e. cancer.  Normally our immune system will take care of these foreign cells, but when our 
immune system is sick because of lack of necessary nutrients and poisoned by the Bt-toxin, it is no 
longer able to contain cancer growth.     
 
In addition, there is a new organism that is found only in GM foods.  This new organism is about the size 
of a small virus and does replicate.  It interferes with growing cells in the human body.  Eggs and sperm 
cells are damaged.  This results in birth defects and eventually, in future generations, sterility.   
 
Note that some vaccines use ‘inert’ materials as a filler.  If this material is from a GM source, putting this 
material directly into our blood stream can cause major problems.  Since Europe does not use GM 
products in vaccines, could this be the reason some of our vaccines cause problems and the European 
version do not?   
 
Verify for yourself, from the literature available both in journals and on-line, the above statements that I 
have deduced from the many on-line reports I have read and the many on-line and DVD videos I have 
watched.  I have also included links at the end of this letter that may be of interest.   
 
Most of us here in California have been exposed to genetically modified foods.  Many of us have suffered 
the consequence and know how dangerous they can be.  As with any toxin, some are more sensitive 
then others.  For those who are allergic to peanuts, there are warning labels on products that contain 
peanuts.  Almost a million California voters have signed a petition asking that foods containing 
genetically modified foods be labeled and not called natural.  [Monsanto has told the patent office that 
GM is not natural, the basis for their patents.]  This is so those of us allergic to GM foods can avoid them.  
This is all we ask.  This is CA Proposition 37.  Those politicians that support Monsanto rather then their 
constituents may lose their vote.  We do not understand why the U.S. government is pushing and 
subsidizing GM foods and taxing Organic Foods when Organic Foods can keep us healthy and GM 
foods cause so much sickness.   
 

Other Toxins 
 
There also seems to be an attack on organic food by high altitude spraying of aluminum and barium.  I 
heard the excuse that it being used to reflect light and therefore reduces Global Warming.  I do believe 
that this spraying could possibly mess up weather patterns, but more important, aluminum and barium 
are toxic poisons that will fall to Earth and contaminate the soil so that plants that need metal nutrients 
will also take in these poisons and die.  With farmer’s organic fields dying, salesmen come and try to sell 
expensive RoundUp Ready seeds saying, “these seeds will grow.”  And they will because they grow 
without absorbing metal nutrients or metal poisons.    
 
Of course there are many more toxins in our food and in our water that also cause sickness.   
 
Mercury is often found in high fructose corn syrup because it is made with lye that is made common table 
salt and water by electrolysis with a mercury cathode.    
 
Fluorine is added to water with the excuse that it cuts down tooth decay.  This has been proven to false.  
Fluorine is almost as toxic as mercury, and when ingested, cause great harm to our bodies.  It does 
lower IQ.  It does cause problems with bones.  It does cause neurological problems.  And it can cause 
cancer.    



 
Arsenic is added to chicken feed by some who have very large chicken coops.  The arsenic comes out of 
the skin and helps control infestations.  But arsenic is a poison and it really should not be in our food.   
 
Aspartame is a poison that is produced from genetically modified Escherichia Coli [aka e coli].  It breaks 
down in the body as aspartic acid, methanol [wood alcohol] and formaldehyde [embalming fluid].  These 
are very toxic substances that cause neurological problems that can include seizures.  Since aspartame 
does not satisfy our bodies craving for sweets, often something with calories is then eaten.  As a result, 
using aspartame can actually result in a weight gain.  Aspartame actually came from a chemical warfare 
agent.  It should never have been approved for use by anyone.   
 
MSG is another substance that should not be used in foods.  It does make foods taste better, but 
nevertheless, it is an excite toxin.   
 

Recommendations  
 
I would like to strongly recommend Dr. Russel Blaylock to head the FDA with the task of cleaning it up 
and removing approval of all drugs and devices that cause more harm then good.  To often toxic drugs 
found unsafe by researchers, have been put on the market over their objection because of political 
pressure [i.e. money].  Also, the FDA needs to allow remedies based on medicinal plants and herbs that 
have been found to be safe and effective in treating disease.   
 
I would like to recommend Howard Buffett to head USDA.  [Yes, he is the son of Warren.]  He is an 
active farmer who knows plants and soil very well.  He has traveled to foreign countries to help farmers 
there grow healthy foods that can sustain life.  And he is wealthy enough not to accept bribes!  Do watch 
the 60-minute segment on him.  My impression is that he loves people and wants everyone to lead a 
long and healthy life.   
 
Get rid of the TSA.  I do not trust them.  Why would they buy millions of rounds of hollow-point 
ammunition that our military is forbidden to use?  I feel that they want to start Civil War II between the 
government and the free people of the United States.  I do not want to be enslaved.   
 
Everything Obama has done, everything Obama is doing is in complete compliance with United 
Nations Agenda 21.  Agenda 21 is the path to a “New World Order” where the United Nations 
controls all the air, water, land, food, vaccines, religion and money of the World.  The 
Republican Party MUST reject U. N. Agenda 21 to keep our Republic and Constitution alive.  
[Note that the official Agenda 21 religion does not include Christ.]   [Note that the official Agenda 21 
currency is digital.  I.e. all transactions are by RFID and are tracked and taxed.]   
 
 
 
 
 
 

J. Russell Lemon 
Russ@FarTooMuch.Info  

 
 
 
This letter can be found at http://Opinion.FarTooMuch.Info as The Cure.    
  
 



A Poisoned World - PT 1 - Big Pharma & the FDA/W Mike Adams Praise (Intro)   
http://tv.naturalnews.com/v.asp?v=AB4BC6F3689668364D95BF2F709EE68E   
  
A Poisoned World – PT 2 - Aspartame   
http://tv.naturalnews.com/v.asp?v=8534C3F79839512B497404429113B6B1  
  
A Poisoned World – Pt 3 - Fluoride  
http://tv.naturalnews.com/v.asp?v=7185A1D3493639BED72A4D3088BE1408  
  
A Poisoned World – Pt 4 - ChemTrails   
http://tv.naturalnews.com/v.asp?v=C28E4353206D76CA965EECF7862C09A8   
  
Dr. Russell Blaylock interview on mandatory vaccine trials, fraudulent vaccine science, and 
vaccine ethics - March 2012  
http://tv.naturalnews.com/v.asp?v=DFBE7C32CBDBF43B7342333B7D827EB0   
  
Vaccinations, in other words, are not immunizations.   
http://www.naturalnews.com/035871_vaccination_immunization_myths.html  
  
GMOs alter Human Genes: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=T-IJikX1144  
 
Farmer feeds GMO corn to his pigs: they all become sterile.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eilDbdLAyFs&feature=related  
 
Watch Out: These Foods Seriously Mess With Your Health 
Dr. Mercola Interviews Dr. Huber about GMO  
Posted By Dr. Mercola | December 13 2011 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=X4swW9OFmf8  Part 1  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ENmc9kHnvbo&feature=endscreen&NR=1   Part 2  
 
Dr. Huber Explains Science Behind New Organism and Threat from Monsanto's Roundup, 
GMOs to Disease and Infertility   
http://vimeo.com/22997532   
  
Death blow to GMOs --- California ballot initiative  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqricUs-0PA&feature=related   
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bYxAI6HSuc&feature=related   
  
What is Genetically Modified Food?  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jAP6ZtfP9ZQ&feature=related   
  
The Health Dangers of Genetically Modified Foods  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94d-KVorSHM&NR=1   
  
 
 


